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What we will cover

• Intro
• Single Tract DOI
• Burden Groups
• BPO/APO
• Units



Single Tract DOI



Lease 1 Lease 2 
& 3

From DEI Oil From RCR 
Oil

Lease 4 Lease 5

From Joe 
Gibbs Oil

From 
Hendrick Oil

The DOTO covers all of Section 39, BLK 29 of A-962, So we will set 
up a one tract deck.



Put in the total acres for the well in cell F3



Since we are going to do one tract, we are going to put the 
same acres in Cell B5



We have 6 total Mineral/Royalty Owners that own in this well.  We are 
going to put our Non-Participating Royalty in with our Mineral Owners 

so that we will get a 100% in the Mineral/Royalty Interest Decimal 
section.



To add the royalty, click on the letter C to highlight the entire column



Right Click and choose Format Cells



On the left hand side choose Number, then at the Decimal place 
choose 8 or put the number of decimal places used by your company.  

Click OK.



Find the Royalty Rate on the leases in your DOTO and add 
it to column C for each owner 



Your spreadsheet should now look like this.



To format the cells for Mineral Interest (your fraction), click on the letter D to 
highlight the entire column.  



Right Click and choose Format Cells



On the left hand side choose Fraction.  Depending on what 
kinds of fractions your Title Opinion has, this can be 

different.  For today choose Up to two digits. 



Using the information on your DOTO, put the Mineral 
Interest fraction in for each owner in Column D 

½-1/6
You will not 
put the 
royalty rate



Your spreadsheet should now look like this.



To format your cells for the decimal Mineral Interest, first click on the 
letter E to highlight the entire column



Right Click and choose Format Cells



On the left hand side choose Number, then at the Decimal place  
choose 8 (put the number of decimal places used by your company).  

Click OK.



For Dale Earnhardt Jr.’s interest, you will need to Type: =1/2-1/6.  If 
your owner interest has more then one fraction you will need to do a 

formula.  That will begin with the = sign.  



For the rest, type in your decimal and push enter



To add up the Mineral Interest, first click in the box under the decimals 
(E13) and then select the AutoSum button on your tool bar



You will get the blinking square around what it thinks you want to 
AutoSum if this is correct then push enter.  If this is not correct then 

click in the beginning cell and hold down the left button on the mouse 
and pull the square down until you have everything you want selected, 

and then push enter.



Your column should equal 1.00000000



We now need to put our formula in for the Net Interest.  
Click the cell H7.  



Type: = then click in C7 (it will blink) then Type: * and then click in E7 
you should then see the formula that is shown below in H7.  Push Enter



This should bring up your Net Interest. Click back in that cell (H7), right 
click and choose copy then highlight the other cells (H8-H12) and 

paste.



Click cell (H13) and then the AutoSum button, make sure all of the Net 
Interests are included (H7-H12) and push enter.



To figure out the Tract Factor we are going to use the tract 
acres and divide it by the total acres in the well.   



Click in I7; Type: = then click B5 Type: / and click in F3
Push Enter; then click back in I7.



At the top you will see the formula. You will want to fix this so that when 
you copy and paste it to the other cells it will keep the same cells in the 

formula.  To do this you will need to put $ signs in between the letter 
and numbers. So it will look like this… =B$5/F$3



Copy and Paste to the other cells.  Your spreadsheet 
should know look like this.



Unit Interest will be figured by multiplying our Net Interest and our Tract 
Factor to do this you will Type: = then click in H7 Type: * then click I7.  

Click Enter. 



Now do it for the other owner and AutoSum the column. Royalty 
Owners are completed.



Looking at the DOTO we have an Override in this well so lets put that in 
our spreadsheet.



Go ahead and see if you can put in all of the information. It should look 
like the bottom spreadsheet.



When it comes to the Working Interest Owners, your spreadsheet can 
vary a little depending on if all of your owners have consented or if they 

are waiting for payout.



Scroll down the spreadsheet till you get to the Burdens spreadsheet it is below 
the “tract spreadsheet”



Lets say our Title Opinion didn’t give us the burdens and 
we had to figure them out.  We can make another 

spreadsheet to show this. It can be place below your other 
spreadsheet or you can create a new worksheet.



Put in all of your owners. AutoSum the Royalty and the Override 
Owners.

Put your Royalty /Override 
Owners going down.

Put your Royalty/Override Owners decimal in the next Column.

Then each Working Interest Owner will 
get their own column.



Set up the spreadsheet to calculate as you go by doing the following 
formulas.

AutoSum going down the columns. Once one is done you can copy and 
paste to the others



You then want to make sure your rows add up.

AutoSum going from left to right make sure you start with the first WI 
Owner. =sum(C34:F34)



Next the Royalty and the Override Owners decimals will need to be 
added together

Add the Total RI and the Total ORRI to get decimal for this line.  
=C34+C36 (This is your owner’s total burdens)



Finally you will need to put your GWI – your RI & ORRI Burdens.

So your formula for this will be =GWI-C37; so let’s use DEI GWI:             
=.50-C37



Using our DOTO from before lets say we need to figure out the burdens for DEI 
Oil. Let’s see if we are burdened by all. To do this we will multiply our GWI by 

the Owners Royalty. Do this for all Royalty and Override Owners.



We have .39062500 as our net but if we look back to the DOTO we 
should have gotten .375.  Therefore, we will need to figure out if they 

are burdened by one or more at a 100% or less.



Burdens by Lease

• Lease 1 – Dale 
Earnhardt Jr. – RI and 
Kevin Harvick – NPI

• Lease 2 & 3 – Denny 
Hamlin and Tony 
Stewart - RI

• Lease 4 – Carl 
Edwards - RI

• Lease 5 – Ryan 
Newman - RI

Lease

1
Lease

2 & 
3

From 
DEI Oil

From 
RCR 
Oil

Lease

4
Lease

5

From 
Joe 
Gibbs 
Oil

From 
Hendrick 
Oil

Leases with Owners Who Contributed the lease



In our example DEI is Burdened by Dale Earnhardt, Jr. and by Kevin 
Harvick at 100%; so we can Type: = then click in the Royalty Decimal 

and push enter



Now based on how we did DEI see if you are able to burden the rest of the 
working interest owners if you need help look back at the Burdens by Lease 

slide to get who contributed the leases.



Your spreadsheet should look like this and this matches what is in the 
DOTO.



Now lets put Net Working Interest under Column E in the working 
interest owners area.  Since you have already did this on your Burden 

Spreadsheet use the numbers you got in Row 39 .



Your Spreadsheet should now look like this.



Now Highlight your Net Working Interest, Right Click and Copy, then 
Paste it to the Net Interest Column. 



Once Pasted, it should AutoSum for you.



To make sure we come up with 1.00000000 we will need to add the cells for 
Royalty, Override and Net Working Interest. To do this you should Type: = then 

click in H13 + click in H15 + click in H20 then push enter



It should add up to 1.00000000



Take the Gross Working Interest from the DOTO and put that in under 
column G (GWI). You should AutoSum and come up with 1.00000000  



We can copy the Tract Factor from the Royalty or Override. Or Type it 
in =B$5/F$3. Make sure to copy and paste it to the other WI owners.



Finally for the Unit Interest we will Type: =H16*I16 for DEI Oil then push 
enter.  



Copy and Paste this to the other owners your spreadsheet should look 
like this.



Now Add up your Royalty, Override and Working Interest.  

You should come up with 1.00000000



Final Spreadsheet



How to put Before & After Payout 
(BPO/APO) on a spreadsheet



We have figured the After Payout spreadsheet in the first exercise.  It is 
usually better to create this spreadsheet first and then prepare the 

Before Payout spreadsheet



Joe Gibbs has decided to go Non-Consent and all of the other Working 
Interest Owner have decided to pick up their proportionate share. So to 

show this on the spreadsheet we will add a column for each owner 
taking a share.



In order for you to figure out the proportionate share for each owner you 
can do another simple spreadsheet. You will list all of the owners that 

are going to share in the burdens in the first part, then in the non-
consent part you will list the owner(s) that went non-consent along with 

their Gross Working Interest



Take the total amount of the Non-Consent that you calculated and 
place it in the “Figures of Share” spreadsheet, Type: = then click in the 

total cell on the Non-Consent and push enter.



To find the percentage that each owner will take of the Non-Consent 
Burdens you will take the owners GWI and divide by the total GWI of 

everyone that will be taking a percentage.

When you have done all of the Working Interest Owners 
Percentages; you will need to AutoSum and it should equal 
1.00000000



To find what part of the Non-Consent’s Gross Working Interest that other 
Working Interest Owners will get, you will need to take the percentage you got 
in column C for the owners and then multiply that by the Non-Consent’s Gross 

Working Interest. 

Do this for all of the owners, when you finish AutoSum the column 
and you should add up to the Non-Consent’s GWI.



In our example, Joe Gibbs was 100% responsible for Carl Edwards.  Since Joe 
went Non-Consent we will take the % share of Non-Consent for each WI owner 

picking up his share and multiplying it by the Royalty Interest.



To get DEI’s share of Joe Gibbs’ Burdens, we are going to take the percentage 
Share of Non-Consent and multiply that by Joe Gibbs’ burdened interest.  You 

will put this in the DEI Share of N/C column and push enter.



Now you want to figure out the Net Working Interest for DEI’s Share.  
To do this we will take the decimal we found from the percentage of 

Non-Consent and subtract the burden amount.



If were to do the same formula for the other owners this is how your 
spreadsheet should appear.



If we add up the “Shares” Columns we should get the total Non-
Consent’s Net Royalty.   We can see this does match.



How do we put this back in our DOI spreadsheet? If you will click in the 
Row under the Owner that will be receiving a share of the Non-

Consent. Right Click and select Insert.



You will get a new row under the owner.  In here, Type: DEI Oil (Share of N/C). 
This will represent what you just showed on your Burden spreadsheet by the 
extra columns you made for the owners. (I like to show them in another color 

and Bold it so it stands out). Do this for all of the owners that will pick up a 
share.



Put the Share of Gross Working Interest we found in the Figures for 
Share of Non-Consent in the GWI for each owner. Your GWI should 

then equal 1.00000000.



Next we will put in the Net Working Interest which you will find on the Burden 
Spreadsheet. You can see when it used AutoSum it was off by .00000001.  
This could just be a rounding error since we used the fractions to find the 

decimals in the original spreadsheet.   

Net Working Interest



Copy and Paste the Tract Factor and Unit Interest.  Verify that the 
AutoSum worked on the Unit Interest.  If not, AutoSum will need to be 

done to that column.  You should be at 1.00000000 or very close.



Your final spreadsheet should look like this.



How to show Units



Lease 1-
Tr 1

Lease 2 
& 3 – Tr 2

From DEI Oil From RCR 
Oil

Lease 4 –
Tr 2

Lease 5 –
Tr 2

From Joe 
Gibbs Oil

From 
Hendrick Oil

The DOTO covers all of Section 39, BLK 29 of A-962. It shows 
ownership for two tracts.



How do we set up the DOI Spreadsheet for Units?  In this case we 
would copy the DOI Spreadsheet and change and add a few things.

We would change the Tract Acres



Once you change the Tract Acres then your Tract Factor will change.  
Make sure the ones you copied have the correct formula with the right 

tract cell.



Finally, you will want to create something that will sum up all of the 
tracts.  Create “Total” Rows as shown below.   Your final spreadsheet 

should look like the spreadsheet below.


